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ORDER CONTINUOUS MAPPINGS ON KOTHE SPACES. II 
BY 
C. W. MULLINS 
(Commrmicated by Prof. A. C. ZAANEN at the meeting of April 29, 1967) 
4. ORDER CONVERGENCE AND ORDER CONTINUOUS LINEAR FUNCTIONALS 
In an ordered vector space it is possible to define convergence in terms 
of the order structure. By making use of this convergence concept; it is 
then possible to introduce the notion of order continuous mappings on 
the space. We now consider these ideas within the framework of Kothe 
spaces. Our main result is that the set of order continuous linear functionals 
on a Kothe space can be identified with the Kothe dual. 
Definition 4.1. Let X be a vector lattice. A sequence (yn):~l of 
elements of X decreases to Yo in X if Yn+l<Yn. for each n, and yo= inf Yn· 
A sequence (xn)::'~ 1 order converges to xo in X if there is a sequence (Yn):~l 
that decreases to 0 in X such that !xn-xol <Yn. for each n. A sequence 
(xn)::'~ 1 *-order converges to xo in X if the set {xn: n= l, 2, ... } is order 
bounded and every subsequence of (xn):~ 1 contains a subsubsequence 
that order converges to xo. 
We shall show for Kothe spaces that order convergence is equivalent 
to (order) bounded convergence @:.a.e. (Theorem 4.3). It is also shown 
that *-order convergence can be characterized for a finite measure space 
by means of convergence in measure. 
Remark 4.2. It is a simple matter to verify the following well-known 
characterization of order convergence in a a-order complete vector lattice 
X: A sequence (xn)::'~ 1 order converges to xo in X if and only if the set 
{xn : n = l, 2, ... } is order bounded in X and sup inf Xk = xo = inf sup Xk. 
n k~n n k~n 
Theorem 4.3. A sequence ([/n])::'~ 1 of elements in a Kothe space A 
order converges to [f] in A if and only if the set {[/ n] : n = l, 2, ... } is 
order bounded in A and lim f n(x) = f(x) @:.a. e. 
Proof. If {[gn]: n=l, 2, ... }is a majorized subset of [.Q~], it is easy 
to see that an element gin .Q~ for which [g]=sup [gn] can be obtained in 
the following way: Given x E E, we define g(x)=sup gn(x) if sup gn(x)<oo 
and g(x) = 0 otherwise. Similarly, if {[hn] : n = l, 2, ... } is a minorized 
subset of [.Q~], then inf [hn] = [h ], where h(x) = inf hn(x) if inf hn(x) > - oo 
and h(x) = 0 otherwise. Since any Kothe space is solid in [.Q~], it follows 
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that suprema and infima of countable sets in a Kothe space can also be 
obtained in the preceding manner. 
Now, let ([fnJ):~ 1 be a sequence in Kothe space A which order converges 
to [f J in A. Since A is a a-order complete vector lattice, this means that 
the set {[I nJ : n = l, 2, ... } is order bounded in A and sup inf [/kJ = [f J = 
n k~n 
=infsup [/kJ. It follows from the observation made above on suprema 
n. k~n. 
and infima in Kothe spaces that sup inf [/kJ = [/J=infsup [/kJ if and only 
n k~n n k~n 
if sup inf /k(x) = l(x) = inf sup /k(x) Q:.a.e. Final1y, we note that, given 
n k~n n k~n 
x E E, sup inf /Jc(x) = l(x) =inf sup /k(x) if and only if lim ln(x) = l(x). The 
n k~n n k~n 
desired result now follows by combining the equivalences in the preceding 
sentences. Q.E.D. 
Let (E, E, p,) be a finite measure space, and suppose that [={E} 
Then, it is easy to see that [.QliJ=Ll(E, p,) and that order convergence is 
(order) bounded convergence almost everywhere. Hence, an order bounded 
sequence ([fn]):~ 1 in a Kothe space A *-order converges to [fJ in A if 
and only if every subsequence of (/n):~ 1 contaim a subsubsequence which 
converges to I almost everywhere. But, it is a well-known result for finite 
measure spaces that this latter property is equivalent to convergence in 
measure. Thus, we have the following characterization of *-order con-
vergence in this particular case. 
Proposition 4.4. A sequence ([fnJ):-.1 *-order converges to [fJ if 
and only ifthe set {[/nJ: n= l, 2, ... } is order bounded and (/n):~ 1 converges 
to I in measure. 
It is a simple matter to give an example of an infinite measure space 
for which Proposition 4.4 fails to hold. 
Example 4.5. Let E be the real line, let p, be Lebesgue measure 
on E, and let E be the set of all ,a-measurable subsets of E. For each 
natural number n, let On= [ -n, nJ. Iftt= {On: n= 1, 2, ... }, then ([X0,.J):~ 1 
is a sequence in [.QliJ which order converges to [OJ (and hence *-order 
converges to [OJ), but the sequence (Xo,.):-. 1 does not converge to 0 in 
n1easure. 
Although we have thus far considered order convergence only for 
sequences, it can also be defined for nets. 
Definition 4.6. Let X be a vector lattice. A net (yiX)tXed decreases to yo 
in X if y"' < y"', whenever .x;;;. .x' and yo= inf y"'. A net (xiX)tXed order converges 
to Xo in X if there is a net (yiX)tXed which decreases to 0 in X such that 
/xo-X01 <;y"' for all .x. A linear functional cp on X is order continuous (resp., 
order sequentially continuous) if it maps each net (resp., sequence) in X 
that order converges to 0 in X onto a net (resp., sequence) of real numbers 
that converges to zero. The set of all order continuous (resp., order 
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sequentially continuous) linear functionals on X will be denoted by xo 
(resp., xso). 
Let A be a Kothe space. For an arbitrarily chosen element [g] of A* 
we define a mapping cp on A by 
(4.1) cp( [f]) = J f(x) g(x) d~-t(x), [f] E A. 
It is an immediate consequence of the linearity of the [-essential integral 
that cp is a linear functional on A. Our next result shows that cp E AO. 
Proposition 4.7. cp is order continuous. 
Proof. It is no loss in generality to assume that [g] is a positive 
element of A*. First, we prove that (cp([/IX]))IXEd converges to 0 for any 
net ([fiX])IXEd in A that decreases to [0]. If this is not the case, then there 
exists a decreasing net ([ftX])IXEd in A such that [O]=inf [/,.]and 0<<5= 
=inf cp([f,.]). Hence, for each natural number n, there is an lXn Ed such 
that t:5.;;;cp([f .... ])<t:5+ ~·Moreover, since ([/IX])tXEd is directed (;;;.), we 
may also choose the lXn so that ([f .... J):=l is a decreasing sequence. 
Then, ([f,...g]):=l is a decreasing sequence of elements of L1(E, f.t). If [h] 
is that element of Ll(E, #)such that [h]=inf [f .... g], then h(x) =limf .... (x)g(x) 
[.a.e. and O.;;;h(x).;;;f,.1(x)g(x) [.a.e. Thus, by Remark 3.2d 
J h(x) d~-t(x) =lim J f .... (x) g(x) d~-t(x) =lim cp([f .... ]) =<5. 
We shall now show that [h]=inf [f .. g] in Ll(E, f.t). 
Let lXO be an arbitrary element of d. Again, using the fact that ( [f tX])IXEd 
is directed, (>), we obtain a decreasing sequence ([f,., .. ]):=l such that 
[f .. , .. ].;;;; [f .... ] and [/ .. , .. ].;;;; [f'"o] for each n. Then, ([f .. ,..g]):=l is a decreasing 
sequence in L1(E, ~-t) such that [f .. ~ .. g].;;;; [f .... g] and [f,., .. g].;;;; [f,.0g] for each n. 
If [h'] =inf [f,., .. g] in Ll(E, f.t), then 
Using 
we obtain 
so that 
J h'(x) d~-t(x) =lim J f .. ~ .. (x) g(x) d~-t(x). 
t:5 < cp( [/ .. ~ .. ]) = J f"''n(x) g(x) d~-t(x), n = 1, 2, ... 
t:5.;;;; J h'(x) d~-t(x) = lim J f"''n(x) g(x) d~-t(x).;;;; 
lim f /co .. (x) g(x) d~-t(x) = J h(x) d~-t(x) = <5, 
J h'(x) d~-t(x) = J h(x) d~-t(x). 
But, [h'].;;;; [f"''ng].;;;; [f .... g] for all n implies that [h'].;;;; [h] or, equivalently, 
h'(x).;;;h(x) [.a.e. Hence, h'(x)=h(x) [.a.e. It is obvious that [h']< [f'"og] 
so we now have shown that [h].;;;; [f,.0g] for arbitrary lXo Ed. Thus, [h] is 
a minorant of ( [/ .. g ])~XEd, and [h] = inf [f .... g] means that it is the largest one. 
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From the fact that ([f<XJ)<Xed decreases to [OJ in A it will follow that 
[hJ=[OJ. If S={xEE:g(x)#O}, then [OJ.;;;[hJ<[/.JJJ for each txEd 
implies that h(x)=O [.a.e. in E-S and that 0.;;: ~~:~ <fa.(x) [.a.e. inS 
for each tx Ed. Since inf [f"'J =[OJ; this last inequality shows that 
~~=~ = 0 [.a.e. in S. Therefore, h(x) = 0 [.a.e. in E and this clearly con-
tradicts the fact that 
J h(x) d,u(x) = 15 > 0. 
Thus, it must be that (tp[f<XJ)<Xed converges to 0. 
If ( [t<XJhed is an arbitrary net in A that order converges to [OJ, then there 
is a corresponding net ([f<XJ)<Xed that decreases to [OJ in A such that 
I [t"'JI < [f"'J for all tx Ed. That (tp([t<XJ))<Xed converges to 0 now follows 
from the result for decreasing nets and the relationship 
ltp([ta.])I<IP(I[t"'JI)<tp([/O<J), ()(.Ed. Q.E.D. 
Corollary 4.7. tp is order sequentially continuous. 
On the other hand if for each tp E AO (resp., tp E ASO) there is a unique 
[gJ in A* such that equation (4.1) holds, then we say that AO (resp., ASO) 
is represented by A*. 
Theorem 4.8. If [.Q~;] is order complete, then AO is represented by A* 
for any Kothe space A in [.Qii!:]. 
Proof. Let tp be an arbitrary element of A0• First, we will show that 
for each 0 E [ there is a [gcJ in (.Qii!:J such that 
tp( [Xcf]) = J f(x) gc(x) d,u(x), [f] E A. 
Recall that (0, Ec, ,u) denotes the measure space obtained by restricting 
,u to the collection Ec of all the subsets of 0 which belong to E. Since 
[XsJ E A for each S E Ec, we may define a real-valued set function vc 
on Ec by 
vc(S) = tp( [XsJ), S E Ec. 
00 
Let (Sk)~=l be a disjoint sequence of elements of Ec and let 800 = U Sk. 
.. k=l 
If Sn= U Sk, n= 1, 2, ... ,then ([Xs,.J)::'=1 is a sequence of elements of A 
k=l 
that order converges to [Xs00 ]. Hence 
00 00 
Furthermore, if S is any set in Ec such that ,u(S) = 0, then vc(S) = 
=tp([Xs])=tp([O])=O. Therefore, vc is a signed measure defined on Ec 
that is absolutely continuous with respect to ,u. By the Radon-Nikodym 
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Theorem for finite measure spaces we obtain a function gc in 2 1(0, fl) 
such that 
vc(S) = J Xs(x) gc(x) dfl(x), S E Ec. 
(Here, we should point out that the integral refers to the measure space 
(0, Ec, fl) and Xs is to be regarded as a function on 0.) Moreover, gc is 
unique in the sense that any other function in .f£'1(0, fl) with this property 
agrees with gc almost everywhere. If we extend gc to all of E by setting 
it equal to 0 on E- 0, then we obtain 
1p( [Xs]) = J Xs(x) gc(x) dfl(x), S E Ec. 
Now, let [/]be any positive element of A. For each natural number n 
we define the sets 
Sl.n)= {xEO:;n <f(x)<. k~l }, k=l,2, ... ,n2n. 
Using these sets, we obtain the functions 
n2n k 
fn = ! 2n Xstn), n= 1, 2, .... k~l k 
It is easy to see that ([/nJ):_ 1 is a sequence of elements in A that order 
converges to [Xcf]. Hence, 
ip([Xcf])= lim ip([fn]). 
We now observe that for each n 
On the other hand, by considering separately the set on which gc is 
positive and the one on which it is negative, it is possible to show by 
using the Monotone Convergence Theorem for the ordinary integral that 
J f(x) gc(x) dfl(X) = lim J f n(x) gc(x) dfl(X). 
It now follows that 
IP( [Xcf ]) = J f(x) gc(x) dfl(x). 
To obtain this relationship for an [f] in A which is not necessarily positive, 
we simply use the fact that [/]= [f]+- [f]-. 
It follows from the "uniqueness" of gc on 0 that the collection <[gc]) 
of elements of [.Q@:], obtained by letting 0 range over all the elements of(£, 
is a cross section of [.Q@:]. Let [g] be that element of [.Q@:] which determines 
this cross section. Then, for any 0 E (£ 
!p{[Xcf]) = J Xc(x) f(x) g(x) dfl(x), [f] E A. 
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If C is any finite union of elements of (f (i.e., C E [), then we still have 
q;([Xcf]) = J Xc(x) f(x) g(x) df-t(x), [f] E A. 
~ 
If [ is directed by inclusion, then for any arbitrary element [f] in A, 
it is clear that ([XciJ)celi is a net in A which order converges to [f] in A. 
Therefore, 
q;([f])= lim q;([Xcf]). 
celi 
Moreover, it follows from the definition of the [-essential integral that 
Hence, 
J f(x) g(x) df-t(x) = lim J Xc(x) f(x) g(x) df-t(x). 
celi 
q;( [f ]) = J f(x) g(x) df-t(X). 
Since [f] was an arbitrary element of A, we also obtain that [g] E A*. 
Thus, [g] is an element of A* which represents q; and it is clearly the only 
such one. Q.E.D. 
It is possible to show by a proof similar to the one above that if [ 
contains a "countable subcover" (see Example 2.5a), then ASO is repre-
sented by A* for any Kothe space A in [.Q(i]. 
Theorem 4.8 was originally proved by the author under somewhat 
more restrictive hypothesis, but it was pointed out by G. Kothe that the 
proof was still valid for the general case. 
5. ORDER SEQUENTIALLY CONTINUOUS MAPPINGS BETWEEN KoTHE SPACES 
We now turn our attention to linear mappings from one Kothe space 
into another. In particular, we shall establish some relationships between 
those mappings which are order sequentially continuous and the ones 
which are order bounded or weakly continuous. 
Definition 5.1. Let X and Y be vector lattices. Then LSO(X, Y) 
denotes the set of all order sequentially continuous linear mappings from 
X into Y; that is, the set of all linear mappings that map sequences which 
order converge to 0 in X onto sequences which order converge to 0 in Y. 
If A is a Kothe space, then A and its Kothe dual A* are put in duality 
by the mapping ([f], [g])--+ I f(x)g(x)df-t(X), [f] E A and [g] EA*. Using 
this duality we may define the weak topology a(A, A*) on A: A net 
w~J)~ed converges weakly to [f] in A if and only if lim I f/X(x)g(x)df-t(X) = 
=I f(x)g(x)df-t(x) for all [g] E A*. 
Definition 5.2. If A1 and A2 are Kothe spaces, then L(A~, A2) 
denotes the set of all weakly continuous linear mappings from A1 into A2. 
Theorem 5.3. If A1SO is represented by A1*, then LSO(A1, A2) C 
C L(A~, A2). 
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Proof. Let T E LSO(.th, A2). Given [gJ E A2*, we define the linear 
functional cpg on A1 by cpg( [/ J) = J T[f J(x)g(x)d,u(x) for [/ J E A1 (note that 
we are using T[/J(x) to denote any function in the equivalence class 
T[/J). We shall show that cpg is an element of A1so. Let ([/nJ)::0~ 1 be a 
sequence of elements of A1 which order converges to [OJ in A1. Then, 
(T[f nJ)::0~ 1 is a sequence of elements of A2 which order converges in [OJ 
in A2. Hence, there is an [hJ E A2 such that IT[/nJ(x)l <,h(x) [.a.e., 
n=1, 2, ... , and we also have that limT[/nJ(x)=O [.a.e. From these 
relations we obtain IT[/nJ(x)g(x)l <,h(x) lg(x)l [.a.e., n= 1, 2, ... , and 
lim T[/nJ(x)g(x) = 0 [.a.e. It is obvious that h lgl belongs to 2 1(E, ,u), 
so by R.emark 3.2d, we obtain lim cpg([fnJ)= lim J T[fnJ(x)g(x)d,u(x)=O. 
Thus, we have now shown that cpg E A1So. By hypothesis there is an 
element [g'J E A1 * such that 
cpg([f J) = J T[f J(x) g(x) d,u(x) = J f(x)g' (x) d,u(x) 
for [/J E A1. 
Now, let ([f~J)cxEd be an arbitrary net in A1 which converges weakly 
to [OJ in A1. If [gJ is any element of A2*, then using the element [g'J in 
A1 * which represents cpg, we obtain 
lim J T[f'"J(x) g(x) d,u(x) =lim J fa(x) g'(x) d,u(x) = 0. 
But this means that (T[/aJ)aEd converges weakly to [OJ in A2. Therefore, 
T E L(A1, A2). Q.E.D. 
Definition 5.4. Let X and Y be ordered vector spaces. A linear 
mapping T from X into Y is order bounded if it maps order bounded sets 
in X onto order bounded sets in Y. We will denote the set of all order 
bounded linear mappings from X into Y by Lb(X, Y). 
It has been shown in [5] (see also, [10] Proposition 2.2) thatLSO(X, Y) C 
C Lb(X, Y) if X is a a-order complete vector lattice andY has the following 
bounded ness property: 
A set B C Y is order bounded if (AnXn)::0~ 1 order converges to 0 in Y 
whenever (An)::0~ 1 is a sequence of real numbers which decreases to 0 
and Xn E B for all n. 
PERESSINI and SHERBERT [9] have shown that a perfect Kothe sequence 
space has the boundedness property. After establishing a few preliminary 
results, it will be possible to show, by an exact duplication of the proof 
for sequence spaces, that a Kothe function space, which is contained in 
an order complete [.Q@:J, has the boundedness property. To obtain this 
result we will make use of the concept introduced in the following definition. 
Definition 5.5. An ordered vector space X is finitely unbounded if 
for every sequence (An)::0~ 1 of non-majorized subsets of X there are finite 
subsets A: CAn, n=1, 2, ... , such that the set {sup A:: n=1, 2, ... } 
is not majorized. 
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Examples of finitely unbounded Kothe function spaces can be obtained 
by generalizing a result which was proved by PERESSINI and SHERBERT [9] 
for sequence spaces. However, we must first establish the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.6. A subset M of D(E, p,) is majorized if and only if the 
set of real numbers {J sup (/I, ... , fn)(x)dp,(x): [fi] EM, i=I, 2, ... , n}is 
majorized. 
Proof. The "only if" part of the lemma follows from the fact that 
any majorant of M in D(E, p,) is also a majorant of the set 
{sup ([/I], ... , [fn]): [/'!]EM, i= I, ... , n}. 
Now, suppose that the set of real numbers 
I(M)={J sup (/I, ... , fn)(x)dp,(x): [/'!]EM, i=1, ... , n} 
is majorized by some real number. If L=sup I(M), then for each natural 
number k there are [fikl], ... , [f\."~] in M such that 
L- ~ <J sup (fikl, ... , f\."~)(x)dp,(x).;;;L. 
Let fo be the pointwise supremum of the set 
{ (f(j) /(j)) • k-1 2 } sup 1 , ... , n; . - , , •••. 
1 ,.;;.;;;k 
Using the Monotone Convergence Theorem for the ordinary integral, we 
see that J Xa(x)fo(x)dp,(x) = J Xa(x)fo(x)dp,(x) .;;;L for any 0 E [. Hence, 
fo is infinite on a [-locally null set, so that by redefining it to be 0 on this 
set we obtain fo E Di. By Remark 3.2c we also have that J fo(x)dp,(x) = L. 
If [f] is an arbitrary element of M, then it is clear that sup (fo, f) is the 
pointwise supremum [.a.e. of the set {sup U¥\ ... , f~], f): k= I, 2, ... }. 
1.;;;;.;;;k 
Another application of Remark 3.2c yields J sup (/0, f)(x)dp,(x)=L. Since 
fo(x) .;;;sup (fo, f)(x) for all x E E, it now follows that fo(x) =sup (fo, f)(x) 
[.a.e. Therefore, [fo] is an element of D(E, p,) such that [f].;;; [fo] for any 
[f] E M. Q.E.D. 
Proposition 5.7. Let A be a Kothe space which is contained in an 
order complete [Di]. If A admits a topology% such that A(%) is a complete 
metrizable topological vector space for which the positive cone in A is 
closed, then A* is finitely unbounded. 
Proof. Suppose that (An);:'_1 is a sequence of non-majorized subsets 
of A* which contain [OJ. Then, given any n, one of the following alterna-
tives hold: 
a) For some 0 E [, the set {[Xc!J: [f] E An} is not majorized. 
b) [fa] =sup {[X of] : [f] E An} exists for all 0 E [ but the element 
[fo] which determines the cross section ([fc]) (and hence equals the 
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supremum of An in [.Qi]) is not in A*. We shall show that in either case 
there exists a finite set A: C A,. and a [gCn>] E A such that [gCn>];;.O, 
1 d([gCn>], [0])< 2,. and 
(*) J (sup A:)(x) gcn>(x) dp,(x) ;;.n 
(d denotes a translation invariant metric which is compatible with the 
topology %. ) 
In case a) it follows from Lemma 5.6 that the set of real numbers {J sup (Xc/1, ... , Xcfv)(x)dp,(x): [/~] E A,., i= 1, ... , p} is not majorized. 
Since any neighborhood of [0] in a topological vector space is radial, 
it follows that there is a .A.o > 0 such that d(A.o[Xc], [0]) < 21,.. Now choose 
[/1], ... , [/k,.] in An with the property that J sup (Xc/1, ... ,Xc/k,.)(x)dp,(x);;. 
;;. To' Then, if we set A:={[/1], ... , [/k,.]} and [gCn>]=A.o[Xc], the desired 
inequalities are satisfied. 
In case b) there must be some [g];;. [0] in A for which J fo(x)g(x)dp,(x) = 
= +oo. Then, it is clear that {[fg]: [/] E An} is a subset of LI(E, p,) which 
is not majorized in LI(E, p,). We can use Lemma 5.6 and repeat the 
argument for case a) to obtain the desired result. 
" The sequence (! [gCk>J):=l is Cauchy for the metric d, hence there is a 
k=l 00 
[g00 ] in A such that [goo]= ! [gCn>]. Since the cone in A is %-closed, 
n=l 
[g00 ];;.[gCn>] for each n=1, 2, .... 
Suppose that {sup A:: n= 1, 2, ... } is majorized by some element [h] 
in A*. Then 
n..;;,;; J (sup A:)(x) gcn>(x) dp,(x)..;;,;; J h(x) gcn>(x) dp,(x)..;;,;; J h(x) g00(x) dp,(x), 
for each n. Hence J h(x)g00(x)dp,(x) = + oo which contradicts the fact that 
[h] E A* and [goo] E A. Clearly it is no restriction of generality to assume 
that each An contains [0]. Q.E.D. 
Remark 5.8. Let L00(E, p,) be the Kothe space consisting all the 
[-essentially bounded elements of [.Qi]; that is, L00(E, p,) = {[/] E [.Qi]: 
for some real number k>O, J[f]J ..;;;;k[XE]}. It is not hard to show that 
L00(E, p,) satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 5. 7 and that (L00(E, p,))* = 
=L1(E, p,). 
KANTOROVIC [5] has shown that an order complete vector lattice which 
is finitely unbounded has the boundedness property. Thus, the space 
LI(E, p,) has the boundedness property. While an order complete [.Qi] is 
not, in general, finitely unbounded, it does have the boundedness property. 
Proposition 5.9. If [.Qi] is order complete, then it has the bounded-
ness property. 
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Proof. Let B be any subset of [.QI!] with the following property: 
(*) (.A.n[fn]):_ 1 order converges to [OJ in [.QI!] whenever (.A.n):=t is a sequence 
of real numbers decreasing to 0 and [/n] E B, n= l, 2, .... If 0 is any 
element of Q:, then it is clear that the set Be= {[Xef]: [/] E B} is a subset 
of Ll(E, !-') which has property (*) in Ll(E, f-t). Since Ll(E, !-') has the 
boundedness property, Be is a bounded subset of Ll(E, f-t). Let [fe] = 
=sup Be in L1(E, f-t). Thus, we can form a cross section <UeJ) of [.QI!] 
by taking [/e]=sup Be for each 0 E Q:. It is clear that the element of 
[.QI!] which determines this cross section is a majorant of B in [.QI!]. 
It is possible to obtain a minorant of B in a similar manner. Q.E.D. 
We have now shown that D(E, !-') and [.QI!] have the boundedness 
property if [.QI!] is order complete. Therefore, by an exact duplication of 
the proof given by PERESSINI and SHERBERT ((9] Proposition 1.7) for 
Kothe sequence spaces, we can obtain the next result. 
'l'heorem 5.10. If [.QI!] is order complete, then any Kothe space has 
the boundedness property. Hence, for Kothe spaces A1 and A2, 
£SO(Ab A2) C £b(Al, A2). 
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